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Abstract
Motivation. Unique representation of adjacency matrix of a labeled chemical structure, a graph, is of great
importance in the formation of various characteristic matrices based on the vertex connectivities. It finds
application in places where two or more structures or parts thereof are to be compared and evaluated for any
given purpose.
Method. An algorithm, based on the vertex connectivity values, atomic weights, subgraph lengths, loops,
heteroatom content, etc. has been developed to uniquely sequence and represent connectivity matrix of chemical
structure of cyclic/ acyclic fictionalized non-chiral hydrocarbons. In this the terminal vertices are considered
separately after completing the sequencing of the core vertices.
Results. The proposed algorithm uniquely sequences a given chemical structure according to the vertex priority.
Also, this sequencing procedure generates traditional connection table of the chemical graph. This approach
provides a kind of multilayered connectivity graphs which can be put to use in comparing two or more structures
or parts thereof for any given purpose.
Conclusions. The present algorithm may serve multipurpose utilities such as examination of the terminal and
core vertices of given chemical graphs, in the formation of connectional tables, computation of characteristic
matrices/ topological indices and in storing, sorting and retrieving of chemical structures and databases.
Keywords. Chemical structure representation; graph theory; connectivity table; cyclic/ acyclic functionalized
non-chiral hydrocarbons.

1 INTRODUCTION
A graph with n vertices can be sequenced in n! (factorial n) ways. If the graph is asymmetric,
then each one of these n! representations will be different from the rest. To overcome this problem
there are a number of methods for unique sequencing of chemical graphs, e.g., Morgan’s algorithm
[1,2], Wiswesser Line Notation (WLN) [3], Balaban’s Hierarchically Ordered extended
Connectivities (HOC) procedure [4], etc. In Morgan’s algorithm, the current atom is the one with
highest extended connectivity (EC) value, and if there are any attachments to the current atom
which have not been assigned sequence numbers, then they are assigned sequence numbers in the
decreasing order of EC value of the attachment, which includes terminal attachments (EC value is
one) even before other atoms with higher EC values. Here, we propose a simple algorithm, which
uniquely sequences a given chemical structure according to the vertex priorities generated in the
algorithm, where the terminal vertices are considered separately after completely sequencing the
core vertices. Also, this sequencing procedure generates traditional connection table of the chemical
graph and finds application in different chemical graph related operations.
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2 METHOD
In chemical graph, a hydrogen suppressed chemical structure, the connectivity value of a vertex
(an atom) is equal to the number of edges (bonds) with which it is joined to all other immediate
neighboring vertices (non-hydrogen atoms). In these graphs, an edge represents either a sigma-bond
or ‘sigma + pi’-bonds. An algorithm has been designed to sequentially prioritize the vertices of
chemical graphs in a hierarchical manner based on the connectivity values and several other
associated characteristics, such as atomic weights, sub-graph lengths, loops, heteroatom content.
Here, the vertices are sequenced in decreasing order of priority - that is a vertex with higher priority
will be addressed and labeled first. In this procedure, the connectivity values, number of sigma
bonds as well as ‘sigma + pi’ bonds, of all vertices will be computed. Based on the vertex
connectivity values (sigma bond alone), the vertices of the graph will be divided into two groups –
one group corresponds to vertices with connectivity values more than or equal to two and the other
group corresponds to vertices with connectivity value equal to one. The vertices with connectivity
value more than or equal to two form the core of the graph and will be prioritized successively
based on their connectivity values and other associated characteristics. Once the priority of a vertex
in the graph is identified and fixed, the sequencing of subsequent vertices will proceed by locating a
vertex with next highest priority that is directly connected to the just prioritized vertex. Once the
sequencing process encounters an end point in the current fragment propagation ‘direction’, a
successive stepwise backward integration starts to vertex 1 to prioritize any vertices left behind. The
sequencing end point on any current fragment propagation ‘direction’ arises due to the completion
of prioritization all vertices with connectivity value more than or equal to two in that ‘direction’.
After fixing the priority of vertices with connectivity value more than equal to two (core vertices),
the priority of vertices with connectivity value one (terminal vertices) will be fixed using the same
basic rules of core vertices. The various steps of the sequencing algorithm are described below.
The sequence of various steps of the algorithm in the vertex prioritization of chemical graph
Step Computation
Decision
Compute connectivity (Cn) (sigma bond) of all vertices (Vts) (non-hydrogen atoms) in a
1
given hydrogen suppressed chemical graph. Segregate all Vts into two groups – one with Cn
values more than or equal to two and the other with Cn value equal to one. Consider all Vts
with Cn value as two or more as competing Vts.
2

Find number of Vts with the highest Cn (sigma bond only).
If only one Vt, then go to step 13

3

Find number of Vts with highest Cn (sigma + pi bonds)
If only one Vt, then go to step 13

4

Find atomic weights (Wt) of Vts with highest Cn (sigma + pi bonds)
If only one Vt, then go to step 13
1
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5

Divide the molecule into fragments (Frs) in such a way that each Fr contains one and only
one competing Vt with maximum Wt and highest Cn.

6

Find the maximum length of Frs.
If only one Fr, then go to step 13

7

Find the highest number of loops in Frs with maximum length
If only one Fr, then go to step 13

8

Among Frs with maximum length and highest number of loops, find maximum chain
length with competing Vt.
If only one Fr, then go to step 13

9

Among Frs with maximum length, highest number of loops and maximum chain length
with competing Vt, find the maximum number of heteroatoms.
If only one Fr, then go to step 13

10

Among Frs with maximum length, highest number of loops, maximum chain length with
competing Vt and also heteroatoms, find the maximum weight of Frs.
If only one Fr, then go to step 13

11

Compute distance matrices for Frs with maximum length, and having the highest number of
loops, maximum chain length with competing Vt, highest number of heteroatoms and also
weight. Compare the distances between competing Vts and heteroatoms of each Fr. Find
Frs with compactly connected competing Vt and heteroatoms.
If only one Fr then go to step 13

12

Element of symmetry exists. Arbitrarily consider one of the competing Vts.

13

Prioritize (label) the Vt as 1(one) (subsequently with successive numbers).
If all Vts with Cn value more than or equal to two are prioritized then go to step 14 else
consider the Vts connected to the just prioritized vertex as competing Vts after excluding
already prioritized Vts, if any, from the list and go to step 2.

14

Prioritize the Vts with Cn value one according to the priority set by competing Vt (steps 3
and 4), Cn of immediate neighboring Vt.

15

End of graph sequencing.

2.1 Chemical Data
This algorithm has been used to prioritize 1-(6-methyl-8-aza-tricyclo[7.1.1.01,6]undeca-2,4-dien4-yl)-ethanone (Chart 1; Figure 1) and toluene (Chart 1; Figure 2). The vertex priorities of the
present algorithm have been compared with those of Morgan’s algorithm.

2
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The vertex prioritization, according to Morgan’s as well as the present algorithm, of the
hydrogen suppressed chemical graphs of 1-(6-methyl-8-aza-tricyclo[7.1.1.01,6]undeca-2,4-dien-4yl)-ethanone (Figure 1) and toluene (Figure 2) have been shown in Chart 1.
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Chart 1: A comparison of vertex prioritization of chemical graphs in Morgan’s algorithm and the
algorithm presented here.

In 1-(6-methyl-8-aza-tricyclo[7.1.1.01,6]undeca-2,4-dien-4-yl)-ethanone ( Chart 1; Figure 1), in
terms of core vertices, a vertex path 1-2-3-4-5 of present algorithm (Figure 1d) is identical with that
of Morgan’s vertex path 1-2-6-11-13 (Figure 1c). In Morgan’s algorithm, the oxygen of the
ethanone fragment (Figure 1a) has been sequenced as vertex 15 and its methyl carbon as vertex 14.
As due consideration has been given to the atom types in the present algorithm, the oxygen of the
3
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ethanone fragment (Figure 1b) gets higher priority (vertex 13) over the methyl carbon (vertex 15).
Also in the present algorithm the methyl carbon (vertex 14) at the ring junction (vertex 2) and
methyl carbon of ethanone fragment (vertex 15) (Figure 1b) have been demarcated with distinct
priorities. The vertex path 1-8-9-10-11 of 1-(6-methyl-8-aza-tricyclo[7.1.1.01,6]undeca-2,4-dien-4yl)-ethanone in figure 1d is characteristic to the present algorithm. In Morgan’s algorithm vertices
corresponding to this path have been distributed in two fragments namely vertex path 1-3-9 and
vertex path 1-2-7-12. Also, an examination of figures 1c and 1d in Chart 1 indicate that the present
algorithm leads to less segmented (or less fragmented) and more compact graphs. Similarly in
toluene, in Morgan’s algorithm the methyl carbon of toluene has been sequenced as vertex 4 much
before the other carbons of phenyl ring (Figure 2a). In the present algorithm, this methyl carbon has
been sequenced in the end as vertex 7 (Figure 2b). In both the procedures, Morgan’s and the
algorithm presented here, the vertex with maximum connectivity gets the highest priority. In
Morgan’s algorithm, irrespective the vertex position – core or terminal (or peripheral) – in the
graph, all the connected vertices of the just prioritized vertex will be sequenced simultaneously.
However, in the present algorithm the vertices of the graph are at first demarcated in terms of core
vertices and terminal vertices. The prioritization of the terminal vertices will be addressed after
sequencing the core vertices. This provides an easy handle to study the core and terminal vertices.
Moreover, this approach provides a kind of multilayered connectivity graphs which can be put to
use in comparing two or more structures or parts thereof for any given purpose. Also, the algorithm
allows the progress of vertex sequencing in specific direction till exhausting all the core vertices of
the subgraph under consideration. This facilitates the identification of subgraphs with the maximum
lengths and allows compact representation of the graphs.

4 CONCLUSIONS
In brief, the present algorithm provides an efficient and easy handle to examine the terminal as
well as core vertices of given chemical graphs. The sequential identification of vertices of
subgraphs facilitates the formation of connectional tables. This can be used for the computation of
characteristic matrices and topological indices. Also, it finds application in storing, sorting and
retrieving of chemical structures and databases. As this typically demarcates the core and terminal
vertices in graphs, it can be put an easy use in comparing two or more structures or parts thereof for
any given purpose.
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